TSO 2030

Our Cathedral

5 Major
Goals of
Tasmania’s
Orchestra
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n 2020, the TSO family began work
on a ten-year vision. Over the next
15 months we consulted communities
across the state so that TSO 2030 is the
collective voice of the TSO and so many
of you with aspirations for Tasmania’s
orchestra.
We called it Our Cathedral because we
challenged ourselves to think of a future
beyond our own tenures. And while 2030
is a marker in time, Our Cathedral tethers
all of us today to the future TSO - a vital,
fit-for-purpose orchestra that is present,
connected and of service to all Tasmanians
for generations to come.
TSO 2030 contains 19 integrated
strategic initiatives, and here are our top
five. Each matters because it shifts the
needle on participation, inclusion and
taking Tasmanian culture to the world.
They are our definition of contemporary
‘orchestrahood’ in a place as unique and
utterly special as our Island.
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Every Tasmanian child…
• Will experience their Orchestra by Year 3

• Key partnerships reduce barriers to participation - ensuring free
access for families and schools
• It will happen in traditional live concert format
• And by bespoke TSO TV children’s programs for school use
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Our Northern Home | kanamaluka

• Our vision is kanamaluka – a cultural centre, concert hall and first
nations arts space on the banks of the Tamar River, Launceston
• kanamaluka is a vision we have led and developed with JMC Property
Group, Tasmania
• It creates powerful economic, social and cultural value for Northern
Tasmania and with state-of-the-art digital infrastructure, it takes
Tasmanian culture to the world
• From 2025, we are in residence at kanamaluka – performing, teaching,
workshopping, engaging with the Launceston community and satellite
hubs across the north of the state

TSO to You
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• TSO Concerts and TV are Live Streamed to 11 Regional Hubs around
Tasmania, and to all Tasmanian Health Service aged-care facilities
• Streamed performances are supplemented by live concerts with TSO
musicians
• TSO Teaching Artists are in-residence in our Regional Hubs – working
with community groups, students and their teachers

Tasmania Creates
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• TSO unites the Tasmanian cultural sector in radical unity – embedding
stories of impact and transformation in the public narrative
• We do this by leading Tasmania Creates – a digital platform that tells
powerful stories of human experience and connection facilitated by arts /
cultural activity
• We support our elected representatives with evidence of impact
• We build capacity in the Tasmanian small-to-medium sector through
Growing Pains – our strategy and revenue development training
program

Tasmania to the World
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• An international distribution partnership places our world-class
concerts and collaborations on screens around the world
• Our publishing business, TSO House, is an international shopfront for
Tasmanian and Australian composers, producers, and arrangers
• TSO House delivers a level of vertical integration for the TSO that makes
more contemporary music more available to more people, more often

